An algorithm for the DNA sequence generation from k-tuple word contents of the minimal number of random fragments.
An algorithm is described for generation of the long sequence written in a four letter alphabet from the constituent k-tuple words in the minimal number of separate, randomly defined fragments of the starting sequence. It is primarily intended for use in sequencing by hybridization (SBH) process- a potential method for sequencing human genome DNA (Drmanac et al., Genomics 4, pp. 114-128, 1989). The algorithm is based on the formerly defined rules and informative entities of the linear sequence. The algorithm requires neither knowledge on the number of appearances of a given k-tuple in sequence fragments, nor the information on which k-tuple words are on the ends of a fragment. It operates with the mixed content of k-tuples of the various lengths. The concept of the algorithm enables operations with the k-tuple sets containing false positive and false negative k-tuples. The content of the false k-tuples primarily affects the completeness of the generated sequence, and its correctness in the specific cases only. The algorithm can be used for the optimization of SBH parameters in the simulation experiments, as well as for the sequence generation in the real SBH experiments on the genomic DNA.